Automation &
Data Systems
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s the world becomes increasingly connected,
Southwest Research Institute engineers and
analysts are harnessing the evolving power of
computers, networks, and automation to create
software systems and robotic technologies that solve
real-world problems.
Increased connectivity comes with increased
vulnerability. To safeguard networks, our analysts
perform penetration testing, sometimes called ethical
hacking, to identify cybersecurity risks. We recently
began a project assessing the security of LTE networks,
identifying rogue base stations that can intercept cell
phone traffic. In a related area, SwRI leads the
Automotive Consortium for Embedded Security™
(ACES) to perform pre-competitive research in the
area of automotive cyber security. ACES membership
includes automotive manufacturers as well as
Tier-1 suppliers.
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In 2015, the SwRI-led Robot Operating System Industrial
(ROS-I) Consortium successfully reached a milestone in
its “robotic blending” focused technical project. The robot
application uses SwRI’s “scan-n-plan” process to remove
machine tool marks from metal parts, saving time and
freeing workers from this repetitive task.
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In the intelligent highway and connected vehicle
arena, SwRI is working with the U.S. Department of
Transportation and various state agencies to realize the
promise of a fully connected highway system.
Connected vehicle and automated vehicle technologies
can potentially resolve many problems before they
occur. For example, in 2015 we automated an
18-wheeler to stop if it’s too tall to clear an upcoming
bridge, avoiding an accident and any resulting traffic
congestion and secondary incidents. Under contract to
the Federal Highway Administration, we are establishing a Connected Vehicle Certification Program to
address short-term needs associated with pilot
programs as well as the long-term needs of the
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Over the last three years, SwRI has helped the Army
develop a suite of autonomy tools as part of the Robotics
Technology Kernel to allow mounted and dismounted
soldiers to operate and interact with unmanned vehicles.
As part of the Army program, SwRI engineers and analysts
have developed hardware and software deployed on three
types of vehicles (six total vehicles), allowing a variety of
autonomous and semiautonomous behaviors. In 2015,
we demonstrated new capabilities to improve troop
effectiveness, situational awareness, robustness, and
reliability. Reusing code in multiple vehicles and applications
has accelerated the development of higher levels of
automated operation while increasing the reliability and
safety of systems.
In another program to support the military, our training
specialists revised a familiarization program for towed decoy
devices. These lifesaving devices are deployed behind military
aircraft to attract and absorb attacks from radar-guided
missiles, sparing the aircraft and its crew. This browserbased interactive program uses text, narration, animation,
and two-dimensional graphics to allow Air Force personnel
to practice maintenance and engineering procedures.
For the electric utility industry, SwRI is developing an
active monitoring system to detect high impedance faults in
power lines. These faults occur when a tree branch or other
semiconductive material comes in contact with the wire, or
the wire falls to the ground, allowing electricity to discharge.
The loss of current is too low to trip circuits but does
represent a serious public safety hazard that can cause fire or
electrocution. Using internal funding, SwRI developed a
radar-based technique to continuously monitor a power
distribution network, looking for anomalies. Based on this
technique, SwRI is developing a system to identify and
locate where these high-impedance faults occur to allow
energy providers to quickly fix these problems. l

SwRI analysts are developing transportation systems in six states across the country. More
than 40 traffic management centers use SwRI-developed software to monitor in excess of
10,000 miles of roadways in both metropolitan areas and rural environments.
SwRI developed this
mobile manipulator
as a platform to
evaluate new robotic
applications.The
technology is being
used to automate
warehouse
operations and to
adapt navigation
strategies for SwRI’s
large-scale aerospace
robotics programs.
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Visit autodata.swri.org for more information or contact
Vice President Susan Crumrine at (210) 522-2089 or
susan.crumrine@swri.org.
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connected vehicle industry. As an industry leader, we assess
standards, interoperability, security, and system certification,
independently evaluating how vehicle manufacturers,
device manufacturers, and system integrators can effectively
implement standards and architecture.
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SwRI developed a new network-based telemetry system to expand
and enhance flight test capabilities for the Department of Defense’s iNET
program.The system achieved various flight test milestones this year.
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